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National Children's Commissioner: Children's Rights Report 2015

Rapport . Australie
There is always a brighter future: Keeping Indigenous kids in the community and out of detention in Western Australia

Amnesty International Australia . 2015 .
Rapport . Australie
Asylum seekers, refugees and human rights - Snapshot Report 2013

Rapport . Australie
Building the evidence base for improved policy and practice in juvenile justice
Peter Homel
Général  Australie

Rapport  Australie
Police-referred restorative justice for juveniles in Australia
Kelly Richards  . 2010  .
Général  Australie
Australia's Response to Sexualised or Sexually Abusive Behaviours in Children and Young People
Rapport  Australie
The specific deterrent effect of custodial penalties on juvenile reoffending
Australian Institute of Criminology  . 2009  .
Rapport  Australie
Général  Australie
Trends and issues in crime and criminal justice
Général  Australie